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Angela Davis to speak on campus
Annika Sjolie
contributing writer

It’s not every day a former
FBI’s most wanted fugitive
comes to SCSU’s campus.
But at 7 p.m. on Wednesday,
Angela Davis will speak in
Ritsche Auditorium.
“Davis is a great ‘bridge’
between Black History
Month and Women’s History Month; two important
awareness months traditionally celebrated at SCSU,”

said Jane Olsen, Women’s
Center director.
An activist, scholar and
writer, Davis gained popularity in the early 1970s when
the University of California
— Los Angeles removed her
from her teaching position
due to her involvement as a
member in the Communist
Party USA and in association with the Black Panthers
Party.
“Davis is an internationally known icon and has

FAST FACTS
*Davis founded the National Alliance Against Racist and
Political Repression.
*In 1979 Davis received the Lenin Peace Prize in the
Soviet Union.

done amazing work with
the intersection of race and
class, and continues to do
so today,” said Angie Witte,

Multicultural Student Services program coordinator.
Davis earned her spot on
the FBI’s most wanted list

when she fled after a gun
registered under her name
was used in the attempted
escape of the Soledad brothers and George Jackson from
the courthouse prior to their
trail.
In 1972 Davis was arrested and tried. She was acquitted and has since been an
advocate for feminist causes,
racial equality and the abolition of prisons and the death
penalty.
Davis used the energy

A settlement was
reached after two
commercials for birth
control were found to
be misleading.

SCSU alumni will speak
to mass comm. students
about working as a
professional in media.

Larissa Smerer

Melissa Croteau

Staff writer
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YAZ
violates
FDA

In October 2008 the United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA) accused
YAZ, a top-selling birth control pill in the United States
owned by Bayer, of violating
several regulations through
the use of false consumer advertisement.
In the two television
commercials,
“Balloons”
and “Not Gonna Take It,”
YAZ made numerous claims
to treat symptoms commonly caused by premenstrual
syndrome, better known as
PMS.
The YAZ pill has been
approved by the FDA as an
effective form of birth control and as treatment for premenstrual dysphoric disorder
(PMDD), but has not been
approved for treating PMS.
PMS is defined as “a
combination of physical and
emotional disturbances that
occur after a woman ovulates
and ends with menstruation,”
according to Medicine.net.
Some symptoms of PMS
include depression, irritability, fatigue and acne.
According to the FDA,
YAZ claims to treat irritability, increased appetite,
moodiness, fatigue, feeling
anxious, headaches, bloating,
and muscle aches in its commercials.
PMDD, the disorder
YAZ is approved to treat, is
a harsh form of PMS. PMDD
is uncommon and much more
serious than PMS, severely
affecting the daily lives of
women.
The two 60-second commercials also failed to realistically illustrate the side effects associated with the birth
control pills.
According to the warning
letter sent to Bayer from the
FDA in October, “The audio
communication of serious
risk disclosures during the
‘major statement’ is minimized by distracting visuals,
numerous scene changes, and
other competing modalities
such as the background music which combine to interfere with the presentation of
the risk information.”
Some of the actual side
effects associated with YAZ
birth control pills, as stated
on their Web site, include
headaches, bloating, and

from this trial and founded the National Alliance
Against Racist and Political
Repression, a group still active today.
“This is going to be a
once in a lifetime opportunity,” Witte said. “Especially
for the students that are reading her materials in class. It
will be nice to get the chance
to hear her speak after studying her work.”

staff writer

Jakob gilk/ visuals editor

Jesse Boyer, Katie Cunningham and Michael “Punch” Jamnick stay warm with blankets and entertained
with laptops during the “Freeze-a-thon” Tuesday night.

Fraternity freezes for children
Michael Lerdahl
contributing writer

FAST FACTS

Each year in late February a group of
dedicated students sits in the Atwood Mall
for 96 hours straight to raise money to send
chronically and terminally ill children to
summer camp for free.
The event, called “Freeze-a-Thon,” is
put on by SCSU’s chapter of the Phi Kappa Tau fraternity, along with help this year
from the Kappa Phi Omega sorority.
“Freeze-a-Thon is a yearly event put
on by the Phi Kappa Tau fraternity to
help raise money for the Hole-in-the-Wall
Camps, whose mission is to send chronically and terminally ill children to summer
camp for free,” said Louis Goldstein, vice
president of the Delta Epsilon chapter of

*Kappa Tau Fraternity and Kappa
Phi Omega Sorority members will
sit outside for 96 hours straight.
*All proceeds will go to the Hole-inthe-Wall Camps, founded by Paul
Newman.
Phi Kappa Tau.
The Hole-in-the-Wall Camps exist for
the sole reason of helping sick children to
be able to have a normal, carefree experience at summer camp.
“The Hole-in-the-Wall Camps are a
series of camps started by Paul Newman

that are designed to give children with special needs the care they need, but in a more
relaxed atmosphere than a hospital,” said
John McMahon, philanthropy chair of the
Delta Epsilon chapter of Phi Kappa Tau.
Paul Newman is an alumnus of the
Beta chapter of Phi Kappa Tau at Ohio
University.
The Hole-in-the-Wall camps were one
of Newman’s greatest passions, which is
why Phi Kappa Tau has taken it on as its
national philanthropy.
“[Paul Newman] created it (the Holein-the-Wall Camps) to carry on the work
of a philanthropist in giving back to the
community,” Goldstein said. “Phi Kappa
Tau is dedicated to carrying on his work.”

•See Freeze-a-Thon/ Page 4

South side planning remodel
Rachel Gutting
contributing writer
The neighborhood surrounding campus, where many
students live, could be seeing
some major changes during the
next several years.
The St. Cloud City Council
recommended approval of the
South Side University Neighborhood Master Plan at its Jan.
26 meeting.
The plan had evolved in
the previous nine months in a
shared effort by many neighborhood partners. It would
serve as a framework for decision making around the campus
area, focusing on six categories: physical character, public
safety, housing, transportation,
land use and redevelopment

and code enforcement.
“The neighborhood master
plan is intended to consolidate
information gathered through
neighborhood planning initiatives in recent years and
coordinate upcoming public
improvements and private redevelopment,” said Matt Glaesman, planning director.
The South Side University Neighborhood Master
Plan would be the first part of a
city-wide comprehensive plan
aimed at revamping St. Cloud.
There is support and opposition for the plan from south
side residents and property
owners.
“We are getting concerned
about the unrealistic and unreasonable expectations being
planned for the south side,”
wrote Louis and Barbara Foote

of the Victorian Oaks Bed and
Breakfast on Ninth Ave.
Local residents Dan Borgert and Chris Jaeger said the
plan is too lofty and unrealistic
due to the poor economy and
the strict limitations it puts on
property owners.
A part of the plan focuses
on historic preservation and
returning “multi-family dwellings” to “single-family houses.” This would reduce student
housing around campus.
“The idea has been seriously suggested to bus ‘them’ [students] to another part of town
… our students are not second
class citizens to be shipped
elsewhere,” the Footes wrote.
However, the plan has
plenty of support from both the
St. Cloud City Council and the
public.

Juliana Elchert, a south
side resident, said approving
the master plan would be a way
to maintain a balance between
owner-occupied
residential,
rental housing and neighborhood commercial development.
Beth Cragle, another local
resident, said preserving the
historical aspect of the south
side is important and the master
plan encourages this.
While the recommended
approval by the City Council
does not officially adopt the final form, it does show there is
general support for the plan.
To view the final draft
of the South Side University
Neighborhood Master Plan go
to www.ci.stcloud.mn.us, under the “residents” page.

Students to host culture night Jeff Corwin’s animal showcase

Page 3

Saturday night
is Bangladesh
Night, hosted
by students
and themed
“Rhythm and
Melody.”

Page 7

www.universitychronicle.com

Animal Planet’s
Jeff Corwin discussed animals
and showcased
a few of them at
SCSU Tuesday
evening.

The SCSU chapter of
Society of Professional Journalists (SPJ) will be hosting
“Media Night,” a forum designed for professionals to
give mass communication
students career tips.
“Media Night” will go
from 5 to 8 p.m. on Tuesday, March 3 and feature
several SCSU alumni: John
Lauritsen of WCCO-TV, Jeff
Olson from KARE 11-TV,
Ann Carroll from Fox Sports
Net, Adam Hammer of the
St. Cloud Times, Cassie Hart
from KNSI-AM and Joe Gill
from KASM-AM. There
will be other speakers there
as well, including Ed Smith
from KSAX-TV of Alexandria and Nicole GarrisonSprenger of the Pioneer
Press.
“Professionals will be
speaking about the challenges of being a journalist
as well what they face today
with the new media and how
their jobs have changed,”
said Kevin Hurd, president
of SCSU’s SPJ Chapter.
“There will also be plenty of
time for question and answer
and journalist interaction
with students.”
The main goal of “Media
Night” is to allow students to
network with journalists and
learn more about the field
they are going into. Students
can speak with journalists
one on one. Professionals
will talk about their experiences with the media while
giving them an idea of what
their job is like.
“The professionals will
also be speaking about ethical issues in journalism that
we will all have to face,
which is important,” said Jo
Kephart, co-vice president of
the SCSU SPJ chapter.
Hurd said this is a great
opportunity for students
whether they are just entering the mass communications major or if they are a
graduating senior.
“It’s a great networking
event for seniors and there
will be time after to have the

•See Media Night/ Page 3

Last second shot lifts SCSU

Page 12

Spencer
Bartz’ runner
with 0.9 seconds lifts the
Huskies past
ConcordiaSt. Paul.

2

Bulletins

PAGE

Local

Fair Haven woman shot and killed

SOUTH HAVEN, Minn. –– A woman was killed Tuesday after she
was shot in her Fair Haven Township home, Stearns County Sheriff John
Sanner declared. Dale Morris Nyren, 70, of South Haven was arrested after
he called authorities and informed them that he had shot his wife with a
.22-caliber weapon.
According to Sanner, the shooting was reported at 1:19 p.m. Tuesday at
2013 Bayberry Road in Fair Haven Township.
Hennepin County Medical Center confirmed that Sharon Nyren, 67,
died after being airlifted from Stearns County.
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Mass. schoolteacher kidnaps pupil

5

MORGANTOWN, W.Va. –– A Massachusetts schoolteacher was behind
bars Tuesday after police found her at a motel with a 15-year-old boy.
Lisa Lavoie, 24, appeared before a Monangalia County magistrate via
video conference from the North Central Regional Jail near the central West
Virginia city of Flatwoods. According to State Police Cpl. T.W. Goodnight,
Lavoie was ordered without bond because kidnapping in West Virginia carries a possible life sentence.
In Massachusetts, she faces a charge of enticing a child under 16, Goodnight said. The boy’s parents previously contacted the Maurice Donahue
Elementary school concerning the relationship with the teacher.

World

Mumbai gunman charged with murder

Weird news

Woman arrested for doing laundry

MANATEE COUNTY, Fla. –– A Bradenton woman was charged with
felony after she repeatedly broke into a home in her neighborhood to use
the clothes washer and dryer in a vacant home.
Mary Angela Southwick, 49, was arrested Friday on a burglary charge
after she was caught inside the vacant rental home. Officers contacted
the home’s owner, who lives out of state. The owner requested that the
police press charges against Southwick and asked that she be required to
reimburse the costs of water and electricity.

1. (2/22/09) Intoxicated individuals (female students), F-Lot
2. (2/22/09) Intoxicated individuals (female students), Miller Center
3. (2/22/09) Intoxicated individual (male student), Benton
Hall (grounds)
4. (2/22/09) Medical (seizure), Stateview North
5. (2/23/09) Medical (dizziness), Halenbeck Hall

Chronicle Online Poll
Will you watch Angela Davis speak at
Ritsche Auditorium March 4?
aYes
aNo

Vote at www.universitychronicle.com
Last week’s question:

This day in history

Are you planning to live on campus over
Spring Break?

Interesting events from the past

–– 1361 German Emporer Wenceslas of Bohemia is born
–– 1531 Earthquake in Lisbon, Portugal kills 20,000
–– 1616 Spanish Inquisition delivers injunction to Galileo
–– 1797 Bank of England issues the first £1-note
–– 1802 Author Victor Hugo is born in France
–– 1848 Marx & Engels publish “The Communist Manifesto”
–– 1881 SS Ceylon begins the first round-the-world cruise
–– 1973 Triple Crown horse Secretariat bought for a 		
record $5.7 million
–– 1998 Oprah Winfrey beats Texas cattlemen in beef trial

Local weather forecast
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Heavy Snow

Mostly Cloudy

High: 22 °F
Low: -3 °F

High: 16 °F
Low: 8 °F
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MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. –– A 5-year-old student slipped on some ice
and was struck by a school bus Wednesday morning. The boy was immediately taken to the Hennepin County Medical Center.
The student was not identified and an HCMC spokeswoman had no
information about the child’s condition.
The Minneapolis School District claims the boy and his mother boarded the bus, but got off after they realized it was the wrong bus. The boy
apparently slipped on his way off the bus and was struck.

MUMBAI, India –– India charged the lone surviving gunman from
several deadly Mumbai attacks on Wednesday in a 11,000 page document that could lead to his execution.
Mohammed Ajmal Kasab, a Pakistani, was charged with 12 crimes.
including murder and waging war against India. The trial is expected to
start in the coming weeks and will most likely conclude in three to sex
months.
The swift trial is unusual in India where the legal process often drags
on for decades.

St. Cloud State University
13 Stewart Hall
St. Cloud, Minnesota
56301-4498

Saturday

Flurries
High: 18 °F
Low: -5 °F
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Mostly Sunny
High: 13 °F
Low: 2 °F
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itself on journalistic integrity. We
usually do not
publish misinformation, but we
are prone to human mistakes. We
will correct any
errors of fact or
misspelled names
promptly. Call
308-4086 with any
corrections.
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Rhythms and melodies of Bangladesh
Jun-Kai Teoh
staff writer

At 6 p.m. Saturday, the
Atwood Memorial Center
Ballroom will come alive
with music and performances as it plays host to the
17th Bangladesh Cultural
Night. The theme for this
year’s Bangladesh Night is
“Rhythm and Melody.”
“Every year we look
for something new and different,” said Niveen Khan,
president of the Bangladesh Student Association in
SCSU. “The musical culture
of Bangladesh is very rich.”
The admission price for
students is $5, while the
price for non-students is $8.
Children ages 5 under are
given free admittance. All
proceeds from ticket sales go
to funding next years’ Ban-

gladesh Night.
Khan estimates about 500
attendees. The past Bangladesh Nights have generally
attracted 400 to 500 people.
The Bangladesh culture
is a rich tapestry of many
different religious and ethnic
influences.
Bangladesh culture is
heavily influenced by various religions and its neighboring countries.
SCSU students can take
this opportunity to experience this culture they might
otherwise not have a chance
to.
Students are encouraged
to attend the event as the
entertainment for the night
includes five dances and
three musical performances.
Traditional Bengali food will
be served during the night as
well.

Authentic Bengali cuisine such as the polao rice,
chicken roast and jhora shemai will be served. The polao rice is a dish where the
rice is cooked in a seasoned
broth.
The jhora shemai is vermicelli fried in a type of
South Asian clarified butter called ghee. All of the
food will be prepared by the
members of the Bangladesh
Student Association.
“We aim to give them a
glimpse of our tradition and
culture,” Khan said. “We
have been trying to do so
over the years.”
The Bangladesh Student
Association is a relatively
small association, with 13
members actively involved
in organizing and managing
this event. However, Khan
said they are all “pulling

“W

e aim to give them a glimpse of our tradition and culture. We have been trying to do so over the years.”
Niveen Khan
PRESIDENT OF THE BANGLADESH STUDENT ASSOCIATION

YAZ
Continued from Page 1
nausea, along with other
potential problems for high risk
patients.
Additionally, these com-

mercials portrayed that YAZ
will clear up all kinds of acne,
but this is not the case.
Again, according to the

FAST FACTS

*Bayer owns the Birth Control brand YAZ.

*YAZ spent around $20 million to create a corrective
advertisement that is currently airing.

*Bayer is required to send all consumer advertisements
to the FDA for pre-approval before they air.

warning letter from the FDA,
“YAZ is [only] indicated for
the treatment of moderate acne
vulgaris.”
Recently, as a settlement,
YAZ has agreed to spend approximately $20 million on
creating and airing corrective
consumer advertisements.
In these new commercials,
an actress states that some commercials were not clear so the
FDA “wants us to correct a few
points.”
Also, Bayer must now send
all consumer advertisements to
the FDA for pre-approval.
SCSU hasn’t seen many
troubles with YAZ, said nursing
manager Stacie Black, an RN
from Student Health Services.
“We do prescribe YAZ, but
haven’t had any complaints.
The ads the FDA is concerned
with is a marketing issue and
our provider prescribes based

their own weight.”
One of the musical performances that will be performed Saturday is a medley
of three popular songs in
Bangladesh.
A dance performance
based on a very popular
number by a Bangladesh
composer named Habib will
also be done.
“The thing I look forward
to the most is their cultural
dance” said Zheng Yang Tan,
an international student from
Malaysia.
Tan expressed his interest
in Bangladesh Night as he
has not had previous exposure to their culture. For him,
this event is an opportunity
to “get involved and learn”
the Bangladesh culture.
Also featured during the
night’s performance will be
the Bangladesh version of
John Denver’s renowned
song “Annie’s song.”
The Bangladesh version
of the song was originally
performed by a Bangladesh
artist called Shumon as a
dedication to John Denver.
An after-event dance party will be held in the Atwood
Quarry to celebrate the result
of their hard work and preparation.

on the indication for the medicine.”
Dr. Ross Chambers of
Fairview Northland hasn’t had
complaints about YAZ either,
but believes the pill may act like
a placebo.
“The commercials will say
that it makes you feel better,
but you only feel better because
they said you would,” Chambers said. “In reality, there is no
difference.”
Consumer marketing in the
pharmaceutical industry has often been a problem in the past.
While it is not the consumer’s job to make sure the ads are
accurate, they must be aware
of the usage and side effects of
medications.
Research, talk to doctors
and don’t always believe the
advertisements, is the advice of
many physicians.

Lisa saari/ staff Photographer

Nazmun Nila and Ariq Zaman practice their dance
routine for Bangladesh Cultural Night.

Media Night
Continued from Page 1
professionals take a look
at their work. For those underclassmen just getting into
the major, they have this
chance to learn more about
the profession and maybe
decide what major they will
pursue.”
With six out of the eight
speakers having graduated
from SCSU, the alumni connection to the program is
strong.
“This is a rare chance for
students to take advantage of
because it’s not very often

alumni come together and
offer students this interaction
opportunity,” Hurd said.
Kephart added, “By allowing mass comm. students
to get to know professionals,
we learn more about the jobs
we hope to be doing, and
for some, what they want to
do.”
This is the second “Media Night” the SCSU SPJ
Chapter will host and is free
and open to the public. Refreshments will be provided.

News

PAGE 4
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Advice for tanning in the spring
Madilyn Vaith
contributing writer

Responsible tanning is
a necessity when tanning at
any age. With spring break
nearing, to avoid burning
during a trip, it will be helpful to know the facts about
responsible tanning.
“Every individual has
their personalized tanning
plan when tanning. How a
person should start off tanning would be based on their
history of tanning and skin
tone,” said Jackie Zahler,
manager of Caribbean Beach
Tanning Salon. “Our customer revenue doubles when
spring break is nearing with
everyone preparing for their
vacations.”

“Goggles are a must. You
can fix raccoon eyes with
makeup, but you cannot fix
permanently damaged eyes
from not wearing the goggles,” SCSU student Rebecca Bijoch said.
“I tan every once in a
while and I make sure I am
not going the maximum time
to avoid burning,” Cammi
Senum said.
“Tanning
responsible
consists of many things. Goggle wear is a necessity. With
out wearing goggles, tanners
may have loss of nighttime
vision, cataracts and many
more consequences,” Zahler
said, who is “Smart Tan Certified.” Every employee at
Caribbean Beach Tanning
Salon has to pass a test on

In 1979 Davis visited the
Soviet Union where she received the Lenin Peace Prize
for her work with civil rights
and social change.
One year later Davis ran
for vice president for the
Communist Party, and again
in 1984.
Davis is now a professor emerita at the University
of California – Santa Cruz
working in the history of
consciousness department as
well serving as the presidential chair in African American and feminist studies.
She has written five
books, the latest of which
is titled “Are Prisons Obso-

“G

Organizations bringing Angela Davis to campus:

-The Women’s Center, GLBT Services, Multicultural
Student Services, Residence Hall Association, Women’s Studies Department, Academic Affairs, Multicultural Resource Center, and C-SOLD.

EVENTS

oggles are a must. You can fix raccoon eyes with makeup • The Martyrdom
of Peter O’hey
but you cannot fix permanently damaged eyes from not wearing
At 8 p.m. in the Pergoggles.”
Rebecca Bijoch
SCSU STUDENT

responsible tanning in order
to become “Smart Tan Certified.”
“Lotion moisturizes your
skin and healthy moisturized
skin does not burn as easily,
so using a lotion is a great
way to avoid burning.
An added bonus is that
using a lotion can increase
your tan up to 80 percent,”

Zahler said.
Tanning takes patience,
customers cannot walk in
once expecting to go the full
time and come out a bronze
goddess or god.
“When first preparing
for a trip and coming in the
first couple times it is recommended to go more often
and a shorter period of time,

Continued from Page 1
lete?” and was released in
2003.
“I am among a number
of event organizers that are
delighted to be hosting Dr.
Angela Y. Davis at SCSU,”
Olsen said. “She is a role
model for addressing systematic racism, sexism, homophobia and other forms of
oppression that continue to
plague our society. She is an
inspiration to those of us not
satisfied with what’s in front
of us today.”
A variety of organizations take credit for bringing
Davis to campus.

OF

TODAY

Angela Davis Freeze-a-Thon
Continued from Page 1

CALENDAR

The Freeze-a-Thon fundraiser has become a tradition
of SCSU’s chapter of Phi
Kappa Tau, and has been going on for close to a decade
in the Atwood mall.
“[Freeze-a-Thon]
was
created in 2000 as an event
to get our mission out to the
public and to raise money for
the kids, and for the Hole-inthe-Wall Camps,” Goldstein
said. The fraternity gets a
huge amount of support
from both the university and

the students and faculty for
the event.
“The university is helpful. They provide access to
bathrooms and the entire Atwood mall area for a week,
and keep it clear of snow,”
McMahon said.
Without the support of
the university, it would be
difficult for the fraternity to
be successful, but without
the help of the students and
faculty, the event would be
non-existent.

“I

t was created in 2000 as an event to
get our mission out to the public and to
raise money for the kids and for the Holein-the-Wall Camps.”
Louis Goldstein
VICE PRESIDENT OF PHI KAPPA TAU

once you have built more of
a base tan then going longer
minutes every other day or
so is recommended,” Zahler
said.
Travelers should make
sure while preparing for their
upcoming vacations to take
personal health into consideration when getting their
spring break glow.

“The support we get is
from the student body and
faculty, for without them
and their continued generosity throughout the years we
would not be as successful
as we have been,” Goldstein
said.
“Probably 95 percent of
what we make is raised from
students,” McMahon said.
Due to the continued
support of the students, faculty and the university over
the years, the event has been
able to raise and donate a significant amount to the Holein-the-Wall Foundation each
year.
“For Freeze-a-Thon, we
made a record last year of
$2,500, and topped $5,000
for the year,” McMahon
said.
SCSU’s chapter of Phi
Kappa Tau has had a great
amount of success with their
Freeze-a-Thon fundraiser,
and has been able to help in
sending sick children to a
fun and carefree experience
at summer camp over the
years the event has been going on.
The group started freezing on Monday and will
continue to raise money until
Friday.

forming Arts Center,
Center Stage. Tickets
available at www.scsutickets.com.

MONDAY

• Strategies for
College Success
Series: Dude,
Where’s My Motivation?

From noon to 1 p.m.
in the Atwood Glacier
room. Sponsored by the
Counseling and Psychological Services.

• Bay Players
Lecture and Performance
From 5 to 8:30 p.m.
in the Performing Arts
Center Recital Hall. A
music collective group
of composers and performers.

• Astronomy Public Nights
At 7 p.m. in the Robert
Wick Science Building,
room 24. SCSU is celebrating the international 400th Anniversary of
Astronomy and Discovery with Telescopes.

Opinions
University Chronicle
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Students should stay on
campus for weekends
When I exited
ture.
Jack
Shoemaker Hall
Do the weekend
Hennes
last Friday afterat-home activities
noon, I was apreally surpass any
palled that pedessort of activity that
trians were absent
one could partake
from the snow covin at home? Think
ered walkways.
about the perks of
“Perhaps evliving in a college
eryone is in class,”
dormitory: hunI thought.
dreds of other kids
But nope, ev- Asst. News Editor about the same age
eryone had already
as you, access to
escaped the camhigh-class dining,
pus of St. Cloud State.
and a plethora of activities
I know I’m not the only going on around campus.
person that has noticed this
While potato chips, MTV
routine. Classes Monday and boyfriends/girlfriends
through Friday, mommy and/ may seem nice and mind
or daddy picking up clueless numbing, they are still mind
freshman to return to a more numbing.
comfortable atmosphere of
Depending on where you
free food and MTV.
live, the transportation time
While I realize many might even take up a large
readers are part of this rou- percentage of your weekend
tine, I feel the problem needs fun time. Why waste even an
to be noticed.
hour of your Friday night in
Meeting new people and a Suburban?
participating in things are
And really, if family is
great perks of being in col- the reason you continue to
lege, so why avoid them travel home weekend after
completely? Because every- weekend, I understand. But
one else leaves too.
if it’s comfort you miss, why
The phenomenon has not meet up with your new
gotten so bad that I take the friends and build meaningful
Friday afternoon parents into relationships that last a lifeaccount when I leave my time (lasting much longer
dormitory, Shoemaker Hall.
than your parents’ lifespan).
Some parents may have
So before you think I’m
stared at you through their some kind of morbid jerk
vast SUV windshields. Do who gets angry when potennot pay them any attention, tial friends run away for the
they are merely making sure weekend, give me the benefit
hoodlums don’t populate of the doubt.
their beloved child’s camMaybe I do make friends
pus.
with the select few who stay
Lucky for them, they only on the weekends. Maybe I
have to worry about that five actually get involved in camdays out of the week. For pus activities with these sethe others, boyfriends from lect friends.
rural towns patiently wait
On the other hand, mayfor their significant others to be I have no friends at all and
exit the building. Of course, am angry I have no reason to
these men (who I believe go home any weekend, much
still attend some sort of high less every weekend.
school) must drive unnecesAll I’m saying is if peosarily loud trucks.
ple stayed here more often,
They must also make weekends wouldn’t be so
sure everyone is looking boring and people would
when they arrive and depart want to stay here to hang out
in these vehicles, adding a over the weekend.
red-neck flavor to the popular Friday afternoon deparThe opinions expressed on the Commentary and Opinions pages are not
necessarily those of the college, university system or student body.
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Tips and tricks for a safe,
satisfying spring break
After this issue, the Chronicle doesn’t publish another issue until spring break. The editorial board wants all of the paper’s loyal readers to
come back in one piece from wherever they plan
to vacation.
That’s why we would like to give you all a list
of personal safety tips to follow on your trip, be it
Mexico or Minneapolis, so you can come back and
enjoy more of our fine journalism.
Feel free to take this page and carry it with you
wherever you travel so nothing unfortunate happens to you or anyone else with you. Here it is:
1.) Wear a condom (unless your religious
preference doesn’t allow you to, because it is more
important to please lifeless deities than it is to
NOT get herpes).
2.) Don’t buy drugs from shady people in
clubs who offer (unless others in the club can
vouch for the quality of the product).
3.) If you get lost in a desert, don’t eat cactus
(unless you can easily identify it as peyote or San
Pedro, in which you should skin and boil the plant
before consuming it or you’ll vomit. A lot.)
4.) Don’t watch the donkey show (not under
any circumstance; if you are offered a free show,
simply say, “No thank you,” and walk away).
5.) If offered any sum of money to transport
narcotics rectally over a border, decline (unless the
sum of money is very large and you double-bag
the goods.)
6.) If arrested or knowingly guilty for any
crime in Mexico, have money on you (corruption
and bribery works differently south of the border).
7.) Don’t piss off the natives (this is a word
to the wise from the late Dr. Hunter S. Thompson.
Heed his advice, he would know).
8.) Most importantly, wear sunscreen (UV rays
cause melanoma, the deadliest form of skin cancer.
Duh.)
Numbers nine and ten are write-in rules; adapt
them with the laws and rules held in your place of
visit. Simply put, use your head.
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SCSU Web
site needs
navigation
changes
Bob Hare

Medical association livid
over cigarette box in movie
I’m just not that into romantic comedies, so I probably
won’t ever see the new film
“He’s Just Not That Into You.”
And if the American Medical Association (AMA) had
their way, nobody would see it.
No, the film itself is not going to kill you — unless you are
pounding cupfuls of movie theater butter — but the AMA says
a certain aspect of the film will.
The AMA plans to issue an
official complaint Thursday to
the film’s studio, Warner Bros.
for “disturbing images of specific cigarette brands in this
youth-rated movie,” according
to Melissa Walthers, director of
the health advocacy group’s effort to reduce teenage smoking.
Apparently the PG-13
blockbuster doesn’t even show
anyone smoking cigarettes.
Jennifer Connelly’s character
leaves her husband in the film
because he lies to her about
quitting smoking.
The AMA basically thinks
that because the film shows a
bright yellow box of American
Spirit Lights and a disputed carton of Marlboros, kids are going
to start lighting up. They site
studies that estimate 200,000
kids every year start smoking
because of movies.
Do you really think an onscreen smoke single-handedly
persuades 200,000 kids to start?
Here’s a study for you AMA, it
says that movies don’t get kids
to start smoking, a lack of parenting and personal choice get
kids to start smoking.
As a kid watching old John
Wayne movies with my dad, I
didn’t see the Duke puffing on
a Lucky Strike and think to my-

self, “Wow, that makes me want
a cigarette.” I was taught that
smoking was bad and I thought
it smelled awful, so I chose not
to.
What also smells awful is
the AMA’s complaint and request for depictions of smoking

Andy
Downs

Opinions Editor

in movies to be banned altogether.
How can you make a believable movie that has a subplot about a guy who lies about
quitting smoking and not show
even the slightest visual cue that
he smokes?
If smoking is part of the
film’s premise, and you aren’t
allowed to show a cigarette in
the movie, you’re probably going to have a pretty bad movie.
But Walthers and the AMA
apparently disagree. “There is
absolutely zero artistic justification for this,” she said in an
interview with the New York
Times.
Cinema reflects society.
Film is meant to tell stories that
people can relate to, learn from,
and for that hour and a half or
so, believe to be plausible in
real life.

As the AMA should know,
people smoke cigarettes in real
life, and people also try to quit.
But even though the film
discourages smoking rather
than glorifying it like cowboys
of Westerns past, the AMA
won’t budge.
“It doesn’t really matter if
the story line is negative or not
in terms of the impact on kids,”
said Walthers.
If it doesn’t matter, could
they have just shown the cast
chain-smoking
cartons
of
Camels in a charming and heroic fashion? According to Ms.
Walthers, the film’s approach is
equally wrong.
Is the AMA going to George
Lucas-ize every film ever made
that has anything to do with
cigarettes? Are they going to
digitally insert Blow-Pops in
Johnny Depp’s hand to cover up
the Pall Malls he smokes in “Secret Window”? In “Tombstone”
does Doc Holliday’s smoking
and drinking-induced tuberculosis get changed to something
more politically correct like
AIDS? Does the 2006 satire,
“Thank You For Smoking” get
banned altogether?
What’s next, no more onscreen depictions of people
drinking Coke or Pepsi because
our nation’s youth is going to
become obese and get diabetes?
The AMA has no qualms
about graphic violence on film
and last time I checked my moral-o-meter, kids picking up guns
is far more dangerous than kids
picking up a pack of smokes.
If the AMA is going to
make a huge stink over of this,
they could at least show some
consistency.

Quote of the Day:

“I

n heaven all the interesting people are missing.”

Letters...

Friedrich Nietzsche
Philosopher

From Joe Froemming

Dear Sen. Norm Coleman,

Hello, longtime fan, first
time letter writer. Anyway, I
thought I’d write to you because I’m sensing some agitation over losing your Senate seat to that comedian who
wrote for Saturday Night
Live.
I feel you buddy; I once

lost a table at Planet Hollywood to Captain Kangaroo. It
stings, but rest assured, time
heals all wounds.
You ran one of the cleanest smear jobs on someone last
election cycle. Well, it wasn’t
Earth-friendly or even in good
taste, but gosh darnit, you tried
your best to make Al Franken
look like an angry, tax-evading
smut peddler.
You even had the decency
to pull all of your negative ads
toward the end and let the Republican National Committee
to do your dirty work. That is
not exactly classy, but it isn’t
repulsive either. Well, it kind
of was, but hey, there is no crying in politics.
Remember when you
brought hockey back to Minnesota? Well, you didn’t buy
the team and didn’t actually buy the stadium. You just
made the arrangements and
that is the same thing. Where
are the hockey fans in your
time of need? It’s a thankless
world I guess.
The problem is that there
is an empty Senate seat and

you’re kind of playing sour
grapes over the whole recount
thing. I personally think you
should keep fighting this and
fight for your right to muddy
up the electoral process, but
the two of us are in the minority here.
You gave it a good fight,
but in a world where the guy
with the most votes gets to
win, people like you are the
true victims. Popular vote and
the people of Minnesota ruined
your Senate seat.
Even though I didn’t even
vote for you, I understand your
need to fight for your political
career, which has been ruined
by voters like me. Though if
you do get the Senate seat, I
will be a little miffed because
that means my vote against
you never mattered. I know;
it’s weird.

To your health,

Joseph Froemming
Joseph Froemming

Have an Opinion? Three Ways to Get Your Letters Published..................
M ail

Letters to the Editor
13 Stewart Hall
St. Cloud State University
St. Cloud, MN 56301

E-M ail

crpa0601@stcloudstate.edu

W eb

http://www.universitychronicle.com

We welcome your responses to topics of current
debate or interest. Submissions must include the
writer’s full name, telephone number and signature, along with either the home address or major
and year.
We typically don’t publish product or performance
endorsements, libelous statements or submissions
containing factual errors.
Questions/comments? Call (320) 308 - 4086

At the beginning of the
2007-2008 school year, in
concert with the administration’s desire to have the Web
pages reflect a more external
emphasis, links that serve
present student needs were
de-emphasized.
The library link, for example, was relegated to small
letters above the page; in a
font so small that it is easily
overlooked.
This decision to use the
Web site to recruit new students and reach out to alumni
was understandable; the decision to change the balance in
a manner as to devalue current student needs was not.
On the Feb. 15, 2008, I
wrote to members of the University Web Council concerning their decision to replace
the library on the main line
of the university template
(along with registration) and
replace it with ‘Alumni and
Friends.’
I wrote that “as a student representative, I wish to
bring up the de-emphasis of
the library in the current template. Students in all areas of
study are helped by a greater
understanding and utilization
of the library resources; and
would be better served by a
prominent positioning of the
Web site in line with the position it holds in this university
and community.
“I understand the purpose
of the external emphasis of
the design at present, however, the needs of current
students are also important,
and I believe that a more reasonable balance here would
encourage students to use
the resources available to
them and would serve both
the needs of the university
community now and in the
future.”
Sadly, this concern has yet
to be adequately addressed.
Even the suggestion that they
increase the font size for the
library link in its present location has been rejected,
much less any consideration
given to moving it to a more
prominent position.
This is sad because the library and its online resources
are of great potential benefit
for students. Webfeat, for example, is a multiple database
service that allows one to
search over 40 databases at
once, or to use categorical
searches that allow one to
focus a search to databases
within a certain subject area.
Another excellent site is
JSTOR, which offers full-text
articles from many sources,
and if some are too current to
be available through JSTOR,
it will look for links to other
sources that have access to
them.
Also many of the articles
you can find through databases that one can access
from the library link are not
available (at least without
significant cost) through such
resources as Google Scholar.
Yet they are free and easily
available here.
Also, within the library
are reference librarians who
are ready to help students
use these resources, as well
as primary sources that provide in-depth background on
issues.
For example, if you need
to find material on how the
mood of the country as we
neared entry into World War
II, you can read what someone else thinks, or you can go
check out old copies of magazines such as the Saturday
evening Post from 1939 and
form your own opinion.
I do realize many students
don’t know or value these
tools, and rely on Google for
much of their research. All the
more reason, it seems to me,
to emphasize these resources
available for their use.
Web Council co-chairman
Lorne Boone, in an interview
with me last year, mentioned
that the 90,000 alumni are
important to this university;
I would argue that so are the
needs of current students, and
I believe most alumni would
agree.
It’s time the present administration put the present
students, and their needs,
first.
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AMBASSADORS

...We are State
The University Ambassadors represent the student population
of Saint Cloud State University. We represent the students at
different events hosted by the President’s Office, Alumni etc.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Give Campus Tours
Participate in High School Panels
Taking part in recruiting new students
Assisting at events for various departments on campus
Get involved on campus in a big way
Looks great on your resume
Meet some of SCSU’s finest students

Now accepting Applications for the 2009-2010
school year in Administrative Services Building
Room 115
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Corwin’s animal education
Morgan Ross
Staff Writer

Blake Weld/ Asst. Visuals Editor

Jeff Corwin showed audience volunteers an American alligator and other animals on stage at Halenbeck
Hall Tuesday night.

Fat Tuesday at White Horse
Ryan Brink
event review
The White Horse catered
to the Mardi-Gras celebration
on Tuesday night with a perfect band for the festivities,
River City Jazz Band.
The band took stage at
six and played multiple sets
throughout the evening.
A massive party that is
not so highly celebrated anywhere else than in New Orleans, Mardi-Gras slowly has
been making its way to other
states, even way up in northern America, Minnesota.
The White Horse held its
own version of the party on
Tuesday night, complete with
beads, jazz, and beer, but a lot
less skin.
The cold winds in St.
Cloud kept everyone highly
clothed for the evening, nothing like the party seen in New
Orleans.
But everything held true
otherwise, even one of the
owners was perched up in the
bird’s nest above the kitchen.
He was in full Kings
Crown and apron throwing
beaded necklaces to anyone
who wanted.
He gave off the exact appearance of the not so loved
Burger King character that
stalks in people’s windows,
popping up with a bag of
greasy food.
But instead he was throwing beads all over the joint and
had a much larger fan base.
River City Jazz band
made for a perfect setting that
evening; they are a full ninepiece band, taking up the entire back area of the bar.
The group was made up of

Britta Danielson/ Staff Photographer

River City Jazz Band performed at the White Horse Tuesday evening.
a small horns section (trumpet, alto and tenor saxophone,
clarinet, trombone), vocals,
drums, keys and guitar.
The mixed crowd consisted of adults coming off work
and students, both enjoying
the upbeat swing tunes from
these entertaining musicians.
They played full sounding
and well-crafted jazz, swing,
dance and music straight from
a 1930s silent film.
Most of the musicians reside in St. Cloud, but a couple
of the members live outside
of the city or around Minneapolis.
“I got them here and knew
of them because one guy in
the band is an attorney and
comes in here all the time,”
Brian Lee, one of the owners
of the bar, said.
Most of the band members had been pieced together
from different eras in their
lives and had all met and put

together the big band.
A couple of the guys went
way back from fifth grade
band, another couple from
high school marching band,
and others were from assorted
jazz bands.
They all seemed to enjoy
playing with each other very
much, making up a whole and
great sounding crew.
The sounds that came
from the nine musicians gave
the feeling of being at an old
time circus, or more so the
vibes of a hopping, upbeat
and busy burlesque house in
the 1920s.
The swing rhythms and
excellent collection of horns
made for a unique and bold
sounding group complete
with multiple solos during
each song.
In particular, the clarinet
player would stand up every
few minutes and blast out a
groovy and fun solo.

The trumpet and trombone
where also key instruments in
keeping the feeling of the oldtime sounding jazz alive.
The keyboards and drummer did frequent fills with
a different horn each time,
making for a fantastic and
groovy jingle.
The guitarist was turned
down way too low, making for
a lack of strings in the band.
The microphone would
switch between three main
singers, a lady conquered it
for the most part, but at times
two of the musicians would
take their turn under the spotlight singing in a low blues
tone.
The night was of high success, and gave one the feeling
that they were partaking in the
bulk of the true celebration,
until they stepped outside into
the freezing tundra.

Animal Planet’s Jeff Corwin, along with a few of his
exotic friends, educated and
entertained at Halenbeck
Hall Tuesday night.
Corwin’s approach was
both educational and humorous.
“For me this program allows people to see creatures
they wouldn’t normally see,”
Corwin said.
Corwin allowed volunteers from the audience to
come up on stage and help
him showcase the animals.
“I am really well insured,” Corwin said.
The first volunteer, Loida
Benitez, a first-year elementary education student, held
a marine toad.
“Hold it with confidence,” Corwin said. “If you
do one thing, this toad could
kill you in ten minutes.”
The marine toad is a
highly toxic animal and is
fatal if ingested.
Corwin addressed issues
of extinction and how humans contribute to the deterioration of animal habitat.
The second creature Corwin introduced to the audience, an alligator snapping
turtle named Zeke, was one
of his favorite animals as a
kid.
“I dreamed of seeing
one,” Corwin said.
Reed Potts, 9, from Pleasantview Elementary in Sauk
Rapids was Corwin’s second
volunteer.
Potts held a water monitor, found naturally throughout Asia.
This one was found wandering the streets of New
Jersey in the winter and
somehow it survived.
Four volunteers were
invited on stage to hold a
100-pound,
six-foot-long
American alligator.
Corwin’s next guest
brought on gasps and whispers from the crowd.
“This is awesome,” Corwin said. “You won’t see this
in Minnesota.”
A gaboon viper, which
has the longest fangs and
highest venom count of any
venomous snake, came on
stage.
This snake was an illegal
pet to a physician that allowed the snake to sleep in
her bed with her.
Corwin’s last volunteer

was Ashley Herold, a senior
majoring in elementary education, holding a sign saying,
“Pick Me.”
“Ashley is the perfect
vict...volunteer,”
Corwin
said, as he put a 10-foot albino Burmese python into
her hands.
Corwin used Herold to
help demonstrate how the
python eats.
“I wasn’t scared until
it started hissing,” Herold
said.
Heidi Kroll and her son,
Maxim, 10, were in the audience anticipating seeing
Corwin.
“(Maxim) loves Animal
Planet. He couldn’t believe
that he had the opportunity
to see him (Corwin) in reality,” Kroll said. “He has seen
him on TV and was wondering what animals he would
get to see. Maxim fancies to
study zoology.”
Corwin has many different projects that he is working on right now.
“Extreme Cuisine” on
The Food Network, “The
Jeff Corwin Experience,”
which he both hosts and
serves as executive producer
and “Corwin’s Quest.” Both
shows can be seen on Animal Planet.
AniMent Action on Campus, a student organization
dedicated to animal rights,
was handing out information about animals and why
exotic animals should not be
kept in captivity.
Corwin said he supports
this idea and made sure audience members understood
that all of the animals in his
show were saved, not captured, and given a second
chance at life.
Chris Lambertz, UPB
graduate program adviser,
was satisfied with the turnout
of the event.
“There were right around
1,500 people in the audience,” Lambertz said.
There was a mixture of
community members, children and college students in
the audience.
Corwin has traveled the
world searching for new adventures to share with the 13
million viewers that watch
his shows.
When he is not creating,
producing or hosting TV
shows, Corwin is educating
audiences in hopes that he
can spread awareness to future generations.

Coming
Up
Events this week:

- Sucker Punch will be performing at the
White Horse Thursday night at 9:00 p.m.
- Dead Weight will be performing st the
Rox Friday. 21+
- The Johnson Family Band (from Fargo)
White Horse Saturday night at 9:30 p.m

Movies out on Friday
- Jonas Brothers: The 3D Concert
Experience
- Crossing Over [limited]
- Street Fighter: The Legend of Chun-Li
- Echelon Conspiracy [limited]

Britta Danielson/ Staff Photographer

Fat Tuesday was celebrated with jazz music Tuesday at the White Horse.
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The world of Gary Zimmermann
Madalyn Johnson
Contributing Writer
Two weekends ago, it was
trivia weekend at SCSU, which
included 50 straight hours of
live television and radio -- the
works.
In those 50 hours, some
were lucky enough to be a part
of Gary Zimmermann’s “Love
Line” on UTVS; a show dedicated to romance, significant
others, and anything else related to that special someone.
Zimmermann has been
working with UTVS, KVSC
and other stations in the central Minnesota area for many
years, and has hosted “Love
Line” since 2001.
“I love that I can help
people out there in their daily
lives,” Zimmermann said.
Along with “Love Line,”
Zimmermann hosts his own
radio show titled “The Gary Z.
show,” which airs Wednesdays
at 7:30 p.m., on Charter channel 12.
Gary Zimmermann does
not have his doctorate nor is
he any kind of broadcast specialist.
“(It is) just something I really enjoy doing. Being able
to give couples and others
advice,” Zimmermann said.
“It kind of motivates me, if I
can make a difference for couples, then I have achieved my
goal.”
After having witnessed
Gary Zimmermann on “Love
Line,” anyone interested in
the broadcasting world would

have learned an awful lot.
For some, it was the highlight of Trivia Weekend. Mr.
Zimmermann has a lot of
broadcast and radio experience that many would love to
learn.
So being a part of the whole
weekend was educational for
just about all that tuned in to
say the least.
Zimmermann said he can
not think of anything with the
business that he dislikes.
“Everyone has a story to
share with the world so that
they can make a difference in
their own lives. You can talk
on a mic and make a huge difference to anyone that’s listening,” Zimmermann said.
Cliff Mitchell of KASM —
a 56-year veteran of the station
who is now retired — is Gary’s
biggest inspiration, along with
Karen Mitchell (daughter of
Cliff).
The father-daughter duo
have worked with KASM of
Albany for 20-plus years. It
was there where Gary fell in
love with radio and broadcast.
All of the hard work and
dedication Zimmermann puts
into SCSU and their productions is volunteer work.
He is employed with Teleproduction Solutions, run by
Phillip N. Wright.
Zimmermann has advice
for people everywhere.
“Follow your dreams, always think positively and life
will be a heck of a lot more
cheery,” Zimmermann said.

Jakob Gilk/ Visuals Editor

Gary Zimmermann volunteers at both UTVS and KVSC; he also works at the International House of Pancakes.

MTV destroyed music quality for style
Joseph Froemming
opinion column

MTV destroyed the best
minds of this generation with
consumer madness. It has
contributed to the destruction
of music being an art form by
making it a profitable commodity.
Not when it started,
though. When the music channel debuted in August 1981, it
became a multi-media format
for a new wave of art rock musicians to explore visuals with
their music.
The best example of this
would be Devo, a band in the
early ‘80s that dominated the
beginning stages of MTV with
conceptual videos for conceptual songs.
TV murdered the radio star
when the combination of the
hit single accompanied by a
hit video was found to almost
double album sales.
Bands began to make albums with “hits” and destroyed
their musical integrity. This is
what happened to progressive
acts such as Pink Floyd, Gen-

esis and Yes.
They sold themselves out
for a few cheap hits and unlistenable albums.
Before MTV, bands did
make promotional videos. The
Beatles, Rolling Stones, early
Pink Floyd and the Beach Boys
made such videos.
Yet, these were hardly seen
by most of the public unless
shown on American Bandstand
or such television program.
What MTV did was create
an atmosphere that forced artists to cheapen their music so it
would be more “acceptable” to
the public.
So acts like Phil Collins
and Haircut 100 were big hits.
Then came the glam-metal
era. Bands took the legacy of
Led Zeppelin, T-Rex, Black
Sabbath and Mötorhead to
create a false, so-called edgy
sound that made millions of
dollars for fluff music.
Motley Crüe, Poison, Warrant and others made metal
music that sounded neutered
and plastic. They sang of being rich, getting laid and doing
dope.
Most teenagers into metal

are not rich, barely can get a
girl to notice them, did cheap
dope and turned to acts like
Metallica and Guns N’ Roses
whose edge was more in par
with the metal legends’ style.
MTV did get edgy in the
wake of the more hardcore
metal acts in the late ‘80s.
That is when rap went
from partying to social outcry. N.W.A.’s “Straight Outta
Compton” took the channel
to the edge, along with Public Enemy’s “Fear of a Black
Planet.”

N.W.A., Public Enemy,
Metallica and Guns N’ Roses
helped set up a music scene
for MTV to allow the death
of glam-metal and glossy hip
hop.
In 1992, with the help of
these acts, Nirvana, Pearl Jam,
Soundgarden, Alice In Chains,
Cypress Hill, Ice Cube, Dr. Dre
and Snoop Dogg would give
MTV a well deserved edge.
That edge spread to the radio and quality music reigned.
This would be the final
era of MTV when great bands

were allowed airplay.
MTV began the slow death
of music on its channel in the
80s with game shows and stratifying music genres. “Headbangers Ball” and “Yo! MTV
Raps” began the separation of
music, and presenting them to
certain demographics.
The music video survived
from 1992-1997 with two idiots who watched MTV videos,
“Beavis & Butt-Head.”
By airing videos on their
animated show, and having the
characters praise and ridicule
them, this program became
one of the few moments when
people could actually watch a
music video.
After the end of their run,
videos were a rare sight on a
channel whose first letter in
their acronym is “music.”
Romantic game shows,
faux reality TV and the music
and movie awards dominated.
Then the boy-band phenomenon happened, forcing
MTV to air a show that aired
music videos. So they came
up with “TRL” (Total Request
Live) which aired videos of
plastic sounding groups who

had nothing to say.
It also made a celebrity of
Carson Daly, someone who
lacks talent in all forms.
This was when MTV promoted style over substance in a
way that popular music began
to be cookie cutter balderdash.
N*SYNC, Backstreet Boys,
Limp Bizkit and Kid Rock became the sound of that generation.
It got to be so bad that
MTV actually created MTV2,
which in theory was supposed
to be where people could watch
music videos.
After a few years this channel became the spot for MTV
to air their more dangerous
shows.
Thus, the stratifying of music genres into specific channels occurred with the advent
of digital cable.
MTV helped destroy popular music. It helped warp young
people’s minds into thinking
what is good and what is not.
As the Dead Kennedys
song goes, “MTV, get off the
air.”

‘War Child’ compilation a mixed bag
Joseph Froemming
Album Review

Cover songs rarely do the
originals justice, and a whole
album of cover songs usually
is pointless and often just a
quick cash scheme by record
labels.
“War Child Presents Heroes,” would typically fall
under the throwaway bin,
except it is for a just cause.
Proceeds from album
sales go toward helping children in war torn areas of the
world like Sudan and Afghanistan get food and medical treatment and other areas
of help.
That said, the album is a
mixed bag that goes from incredible to barely listenable.
While as a whole, it flows
well; but the difference in
quality of the tracks can become unnerving.

The first song is Beck
doing the Bob Dylan song,
“Leopard-Skin
Pill-Box
Hat.” It is one of the few instances that Dylan’s version
sounds better than the cover.
Beck over-produced this
track with too much drum
bursts and his monotone vocals are as exciting as watching paint dry.
It is followed by an excellent rendition of The Kinks’
“Victoria,” by The Kooks.
While The Kooks have
never impressed this writer
before, their cover was well
done.
Then comes The Hold
Steady’s cover of Bruce
Springsteen’s bleak track,
“Atlantic City.”
The Hold Steady were
probably the best choice in
doing a Springsteen track,
being that the band sounds a
lot like the E-Street band and

image courtesy of wordpress.com

The Hold Steady are one of the bands that contributed a cover song for the “War Child” compilation.

their lyrics have the same
conceptual tones as Springsteen uses.
This is a highlight on the
album and is one of the few
covers that actually does the
original version justice.
Hot Chip’s cover of the
Joy Division’s “Transmission” also does the original
justice.
Hot Chip has a similar
vibe to Joy Division, and on
this track they give the song
a psychedelic twist with eerie, multi-layered vocals and
a pseudo-danceable beat.
Then the album heads
down awful-ville with Lily
Allen’s take on The Clash’s
“Straight to Hell.”
With the help of former
Clash guitarist Mick Jones,
this British pop-singer took
the stark, acoustic guitar and
vocal only track of the late
Joe Strummer, and made it
into a bubblegum bass heavy
dance track.
This is an abomination
that could cause Clash fans’
ears to bleed. It does not
matter that she is related to
Strummer, to ruin an incredible song is unforgivable.
That is not the only butchering of a classic tune. Another British singer, Duffy,
took Paul McCartney’s “Live
and Let Die,” from an exciting track to a bored piano
ballad with what sounds like
minimal interest from Duffy
on vocals.
It is sad to say that Guns
N’ Roses has done the best

image courtesy of amazon.com

“War Child Presents Heroes” is a compilation of classic songs being covered
by acts like Beck, Hold Steady and TV on the Radio.
cover of that song so far.
and at first sounds like Black layered vocals that almost
Just when one thought Sabbath’s “Children of the sounds better than Bowie’s
things couldn’t get worse, Grave,” but busts into a version.
indie singer Peaches comes heavily guitar distorted rock
The good tracks make
along and mutilates the track.
this album worth purchasing,
Stooges classic, “Search and
The album ends with an and the bad ones can be easDestroy.”
incredible version of David ily skipped.
The problem with indie Bowie’s “Heroes” done by
Plus, it is for a good
hipster bands is that they TV on the Radio.
cause, so one will not feel
make music boring. “Search
TV on the Radio takes too embarrassed buying an
and Destroy” should never the Bowie classic and mor- album with Lilly Allen and
put one to sleep.
phed it into an Nine Inch Rufus Wainwright on it.
Though there are bad Nails meets Frank Zappa and
This album has sometracks, some others are well together go on a Sly and the thing for just about anyone
done.
Family Stone music binge.
on it. While it will not blow
Franz Ferdinand does
It is layered with noise, the listener away, it will at
a great cover of Blondie’s distortion, funky bass lines, least be a decent album to
“Call Me.” It is a live track spastic drumming and multi- have on the mix.
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HOUSING

HOUSING

ONE, TWO AND THREE
Bedroom apts, close SCSU,
also studios, large rooms,
decks, call 320-251-8284

2 BR AVAILABLE NOW
Heat/Water/Garbage/Basic
Cable included
www.nomgmt.com/mp
320-260-3448

UNIVERSITY PLACE APTS. 3
and 4 bedroom apts.
Heat paid, A/C, D/W,
Parking. E.P.M. 251-6005.
www.excelpropmgmt.com
ONE TWO THREE BEDROOM
available June 1 2009 school
year includes off street parking
320-250-1393
WANTED MALE STUDENT
to share 4 bdrm apt. W/3 others.
Close to campus. Heat pd, A/C,
D/W, to campus. Heat pd, A/C,
D/W, Parking, Security. $235.
320-761-1514

ROOMMATES NEEDED
$250 mo. / close to SCSU/ on
Bus and Campus Clipper line.
320-260-3448
2BDR. OR 3BDR. HOUSE
Unit. NonSmokers. Lap dog
Maybe. 8 Ave. 320-253-5340
SOUTHVIEW APTS.
Spacious 2 bedroom apts.
Heat paid, A/C, D/W, Laundry,
Parking close to SCSU. Avail.
6/1/09. Excel Prop. 251-6005.
www.excelpropmgmt.com

HOUSING

HOUSING

HOUSING

4 BED HOUSES 225/ MONTH
Water. Sewer Garbage paid!
Remodeled! 320-229-1919

STUDIOS, ONE TWO AND
Three bedroom apts, close
SCSU 320-251-8284 www.
riversidepropertymgmt.com

4 OR 5 BDR APTS 1 BLK
from campus 2 Full Baths A/C,
D/W heat, paid security 10 or
12 month 493-9549

3 0R 4 BDR APTS 2 FULL
baths Heat included, $250270per month security 2 blks
from library 493-9549

1 BEDS = 445/ MONTH
2 Beds = 600/ month
3 Beds = 840/ month
320-229-1919
www.stcloudrental.com

HALENBECK APARTMENTS.
4 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms.
tkmeyerproperties.com
259-9434

2, 3, 4 & 5 BDR APTS
various locations 10 or 12 month
leases 493-9549

2 &3 BDR APTS 1/2
blk from library Heat
included security 493-9549
4 BDR APTS 2 FULL BATHS
A/C, D/W security $250-$270
per month 493-9549
MVII TWO AND THREE
Bedroom, Large Rooms,
Decks, Heat paid, close SCSU,
reasonable, call 320-251-8284
STATESIDE APTS. SPACIOUS
4 Bedroom apts. Heat Paid,
A/C, D/W, Parking. Close,
Quiet. E.P.M. 251-6005
www.excelpropmgmt.com

CAMPUS APTS. ON 5TH
Ave! 4 bedroom apts.
Heat paid, A/C, D/W,
Parking. E.P.M. 251-6005.
www.excelpropmgmt.com
FEMALE AND MALES,
Private rooms in 4 bedroom
apts. Heat paid, A/C, D/W,
Parking, close. Avail. 6/1, 8/1/09
E.P.M 251-6005

TWO BEDROOM APTS,
Large rooms university, Pkg,
Heat, call 320-251-8284 www.
riversidepropertymgmt.com

EASTBANK APARTMENTS.
2,3,4 bedroom units.
tkmeyerproperties.com
259-9434

BEACHWOOD 1BR, APTS
6/1/09 $410-$455 Heat,w/s/t
included. Nicole 251-1925
		
HOUSES FOR RENT AVAIL
6/1/09 selectprop.com
320-253-1154

SERENITY APARTMENTS
Very close to campus. Heat
paid. 240-0679 282-5580 www.
serenityhousing.com

FEBRUARY & MARCH
2 br Apts. $525-$540 includes:
Heat, Water, Garbage,
Basic Cable, and Parking.
www.nomgmt.com/fv
#320-654-8300
4 BR APTS WITHIN WALKING
of campus 10 or 12 month
leases call 320-420-1154
HOUSE AVAIL. FOR SUMMER
‘09 and/or Fall ‘09 $350 per/
person util included call
320-237-7570
4 BR APTS WITH 2
Full Baths avail 6/1/09 $230
per month selectprop.com
320-253-1154
“09-10” STUDENT HOUSING
mpmproperties.net
STUDENT HOUSING UVT’S
255.00 month 320-252-2633
6 BD HOUSE!! 2 CAR GRAGE,
dishwasher washer, dryer.
265 rm 241-2667

3 & 4 BDRM APTS FOR
rent website
www.ivyapartments.com Free
Cable, call 320-259-9673 today
RIVERRIDGE AND PARK
South four bedroom
apartments by hockey center
starting at $235.00 Free
Parking call Dennis Propery
MGMT
333-0500
www.dennisproperty.net
LARGE 1 BDRM APT. 4
blks from campus Heat pd A/C,
D/W, Parking, Security. $475.
320-761-1514
LARGE 2 BDRM IN 4-PLEX
by Halenbeck hall
call 291-7002
HOUSE AVAIL. FOR SUMMER
‘09 and/or Fall ‘09 $350 per/
person util included call 320237-7570
STUDENT HOUSING
mpmproperties.net
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FOR RENT NEWLY
Remodeled 5 bedroom house,
1 block from Campus, lots of
Parking, Laundry, Renting for
June, Female, call Mark 612964-7568

BENTONWOOD NOW, 4/1, 5/1,
& 6/1 1br. $410-$425. 2br. $500$520 SE location. Heat, w/s/t,
parking included. Clipper Route.
mpmproperties.net Dan/Nicole
251-1925
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LOOKING FOR FEMALE
student to share 4 bdrm apt.
Close to campus heat pd A/C,
D/W Parking Security $235.
320-761-1514

4 BED APTS STARTING AT
$220/ month Heat Water
Cable Garbage all included!
320-229-1919
COLLEGIATEVIEW 2BR. APTS
$310-$325 spacious rooms.
Free Parking. Nicole 251-1925
4 BD HOUSE!! GARAGE,
washer, dryer, close to campus
300 rm. 241-2667
STUDIO APTS. 400+
square feet. Heat paid, A/C,
Micro, Laundry, Parking. 2
blocks to campus. Avail.
6/1/09. Excel Prop. 251-6005
www.excelpropmgmt.com
LARGE 2 BDRM APTS BY
hocky center call
Rick 291-7002
3,4 OR 5 BDR APTS A/CD/W security 2 full baths heat
included 493-9549
SIGN A 12 MONTH LEASE
& June & July are $50 we also
have 10 month leases. & Free
Cable www.ivyapartments.com
or call 259-9673

2009 2010
Now renting
Great locations 10 buildings
Rent starting at $240
Remodeled units Available
Call 251- 9233

SPACIOUS 4 BDRM 2-BATH
apts newly remodeled Heat pd,
A/C, D/W, Parking, Security.
Close to campus $235
320-761-1514

LARGE 4 BDRM 2 BATH
apts starting at $235. close to
campus 320-761-1514 www.
stcloudstaterentals.com
FOR RENT NEWLY
Remodeled 5 bedroom house,
1 block from campus, lots
of Parking, Laundry, renting
for June, Female, call Mark
612-964-7568

ACROSS FROM HOCKEY
center classic ten or twelve
month lease $285.00 &
$265.00 same for Bridgeview
South come see us for best
prices Dennis Property MGT.
320-333-0500
www.dennisproperty.net

LARGE 3 BDRMtownhomes by Halenbeck hall
call Rick 291-7002

1 & 2 BEDR APTS.S NEAR
dwntwn and Campus, Historic,
Quiet bldgs. with lots of
“character” 320-253-4681

WESTVIEW APTS. ON 7TH
Ave. 4 bedroom apts.,
Heat paid, A/C, D/W,
Parking E.P.M 251-6005
www.excelpropmgmt.com

ONE BEDROOM AVAILABLE
in a very nice shared two
bedroom apartment. Girl
preferred. Available June 1,
2009. Call Brock. 320-980-2769

6 BDRM HOUSE AND 1
bdrm apt. in house both across
street from campus
320-761-1514
www.stcloudstaterentals.com

1,2,3&4 BR. APTS. 1-6
blocks library Heat, Parking,
w/s/t included. owner
operated. mpmproperties.net
251-1925

FEMALES 6 BEDROOM house,
large bedrooms, 2 baths, D/W,
Laundry, Parking. Clean, Close.
E.P.M. 251-6005

4 BEDROOM HOUSE 2 BOTH
Free laundry No Pets $1200.00
320-249-1187

HOUSES, HOUSES, HOUSES.
Heat, w/s/t and parking included
mpmproperties.net 251-1925

CHARLAMAINE
Across from Halenbeck Hall
four bedroom apartments new
carpet, appliances heated
garage best in student housing
Dennis Property Management
333-0500
www.dennisproperty.net

ROOMS FOR RENT $230 PER
month selectprop.com
320-253-1154

TWO BEDROOM APTS IN
house close SCSU avail. 6-109 call 320-251-4605
2 BDR APTS 10 $ 12 MONTH
leases Heat included A/C-D/W
securing 493-9549

ONE ROOM EFFICIENCIES
Heat and Electric included.
clean, quiet. 259-9434
HOUSES
Located on 6th avenue,
Nice and clean, 5 to 9
bedrooms, 240-0679 282-5580
www.serenityhousing.com
ACROSS FROM SCSU
Library Large 4 bedroom house
1300.00 mo 320-202-9686
BRIDGEVIEW WEST
three or four bedroom
apartments ten and twelve
month leases starting at $255.00
per month new appliances
carpet ect. Dennis Property
MGMT 320-333-0500 www.
dennisproperty.net

2 OR 4 BDR APT IN
house 1/2 blk from library heat
included 493-9549
LARGE 3 BDRMtownhomes by Halenbeck hall
call Rick 291-7002
2 BDR 1/2 BLK FROM
campus A/C D/W security 10
or 12 months 493-9549
LARGE 2 BDRM APTS BY
hocky center call
Rick 291-7002
WE LIVE IN A GREAT HOUSE
near campus and we are
looking for some female
roomates starting in June.
Come live with us! call Savrina
at 218-839-4885
“09-10” 6/1/09 HOUSES,
Apts., Lofts, Townhomes.
1-6 blocks SCSU library.
mpmproperties.net 251-1925

NICE, 4 BEDROOM HOUSE,
Very Clean! $300 +Utilities
available immediately
kadofoff@embarqmail.com
WWW.STCLOUDRENTAL.COM
NOW RENTING
for 2009-2010 school year
www.nomgmt.com/se
320-654-8300
WWW.SCSUAPARTMENTS.COM

EMPLOYMENT

THE GROUNDS DEPT AT THE
St.Cloud Country Club is hiring
for the season Apr 1 Nov 1 apply
in person 750 Sportsman Island
Road 8-3 M-F
No Experience needed
Golfing Background Helpful

ATTENTION
NINTENTDO Wii 4 REMOTES
accessories,6 games, 12
downloaded Classics- $400
obo Call 320-333-5934
YORKSHIRES 9 WEEKS OLD
Great Pedigree! $500
CALL 218-256-1849
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Men’s
Continued from Page 12

Ben Stewart / Staff Photo.

Taylor Witt drove in for
an open layup against
Concordia-St. Paul.

Ben Stewart / Staff Photo

Concordia
defenders
block SCSU’s Christian
Steele’s shot attempt.

Taylor Witt answered for
the Huskies with a 3-point
shot that put the Huskies ahead
67-65 with 14 seconds left. But
once again the Golden Bears
had replied as Mike Cunningham was able to drive to the
lane with a wide-open layup
to tie the score once again with
six seconds on the clock.
That setup the last second shot that Bartz made to
win the game for the Huskies.
Bartz drove to the basket and

Benik’s season ended Saturday with a Section 7-2A tournament loss to Princeton. But

cluding playing both the 6’8”
Coenen and 6’9” Jesse Fisher
at the same time.
The Huskies played most of
the game with foul trouble, but
Schlagel said SCSU planned
on going big anyways.
“We felt we had an edge
inside with them,” Schlagel
said. “Brett Carmichael and
Andrew Bernstetter were in
foul trouble, but we liked the
matchup with Fisher and Coenen on the floor together.
Then they went small so we
had to match that. It was a bit
of a chess match there.”
The Huskies, who improved to 18-8 and 14-6 in the
NSIC, will look to move back
to the top third of the NSIC
with a home game Saturday
against Winona State.

Playoffs

Continued from Page 12

Continued from Page 12

The Huskies’ top three scorers struggled to get any momentum going in the second half.
Katie Tacheny, SCSU’s top
scorer finished 2 of 9 shooting
for 10 points.
SCSU’s Talisha Barlow and
Rachel Booth were held to six
and three points respectively.
Booth’s night would come
to an early end at 6:41 of the
second half after getting her
fifth foul.
“They knew we wanted to
go inside, so they were doubling on Rachel,” Ellison said.
“We just had to take jump shots;

Continued from Page 12

Winding down

the Huskies looked for him
to matchup with the Golden
Bears’ Heiman, who came into
the game as the NSIC’s second-leading scorer with just
over 17 points per game.
“Craig (Coenen) has put
together three of his better
games in the last three,” Schlagel said. “I am really happy
for him. He is doing what a
senior should at this point in
the year.”
Witt, SCSU’s leading scorer, scored 13 points on just 4
of 13 shooting, but was able to
add five rebounds and seven
assists. Bartz was the only other Husky with more than six
points, finishing with 12.
The game also saw the
Huskies try a variety of different player combinations in-

Women’s

Recruits
back to the coaches. They
immediately set up a good relationship with me and I saw
my style of play fitting in
with theirs. Even though I’m
from Little Falls I didn’t see
St. Cloud as being the have-to
hometown option. If the same
coaches would’ve been in the
cities, that’s where I’d be.”

flipped the ball in the basket
with .9 seconds remaining on
the clock.
“At that time Concordia
was in the 10-foul situation,”
Schlagel said. “We were looking to get fouled or take a high
percentage shot. Spencer did
what he was supposed to.”
SCSU also benefited from
a career-high 21 points and 14
rebounds in 37 minutes from
Craig Coenen. Coenen’s play
was important on a night when
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it’s one he’ll remember as his
breakthrough. He had played in
just nine games last season as a
sophomore, scoring 14 points.
“This year has really been
unbelievable,” he said. “The
team has come together and is
playing really good. A lot has
been on me but it’s not just
my year. My teammates have
stepped it up and made me better.”
Hanowski and Little Falls,
on the other hand, are still kicking. They’re a perfect 26-0-0 on
the year with a state title in the
back of their minds.

sometimes they fall, sometimes
they don’t.”
With the loss, SCSU falls
to 13-6 in the NSIC, and 19-7
overall.
On Saturday, the Huskies
will try to end the regular season on a positive, taking on
Winona State at 6 p.m. at Halenbeck Hall.
“We need to go back to playing defense the way we played
at the beginning,” Ellison said.
Said Fish, “I will give them
[Concordia] total credit on being the better team tonight.”

The four teams who win
their first round series advance to the semifinal games
on Saturday, March 7.
The Huskies traveled to
Duluth for last year’s Final
Faceoff after beating Ohio
St. in the opening round.
SCSU lost to eventual national champion UM-Duluth
9-0.
No matter the outcome
last year, this is what the
women have been fighting
for all year. “In the NHL, it’s

the Stanley Cup finals,” Daggit said. “For us, the final four
is where we want to be.”
“It wouldn’t be a failure
(to lose the Mankato series),
but it would be a big disappointment,” Giesen said.
A trip to Minneapolis
for the Final Faceoff would
be nice, but this team wants
more than that.
“We need to prove that
we belong in the top four,”
Schroeder said. “Not just the
top of the bottom.”

“I don’t think I could’ve
imagined having any better of
a season,” Hanowski said. “We
have come together as a team
and have a tough challenge
ahead of us, but we have the
confidence if we work together
we can get it done.”
Hanowski scored five goals
and assisted on three others in
their 11-0 Section 6-A opening
round win over Prairie Centre
Thursday. The Flyers will face
Fergus Falls at 5:30 p.m. Saturday at the Municipal Athletic
Complex to determine who will
advance to the section championship.

ey Center as a Husky.
Hanowski said after conversing with coaches, he’ll
likely head onto the team next
fall.
He’ll be able to reunite with
Festler; an image that has Little
Falls head coach Tony Couture
pleasantly reminiscent.
“Their line was unbelievable,” said Couture, who once
teamed Festler, Hanowski and
Ben’s older brother Beau Hanowski. “They scored in the
300’s in points. They were unstoppable and it made it real
easy to coach.”
Benik is currently looking
for a roster spot in juniors for
his senior year and will project
to make either the 2010-11 or
2011-12 squads.
Playing juniors is an option Hanowski passed up in his
quest for the record and a state
title.

“I’m really happy I made
the decision to stay,” Ben Hanowski said. “I felt our team
could really accomplish something and the year has been unbelievable.”
Whenever they get in, both
of them can’t wait to be a part
of the Husky program and learn
the “Dog Pound” chants that
work to amuse them.
Benik said, “The fans are
great. I can’t wait to have them
behind me. And it will be great
with the (National) Hockey
Center renovation so the student section can really get loud
and harass the goalie.”
Hanowski added, “I’ve
been able to go once or twice
a year for awhile now and it’s
really a great atmosphere. It’s
always rowdy and wild. And I
definitely can’t wait to learn all
the chants.”

Getting to SCSU
Because of their one-year
age difference, Hanowski and
Benik have different timetables
to reaching the National Hock-

Sports
Scoreboard
Men’s Basketball
AP Top 25 Poll
1. Pittsburgh (69)
2. Connecticut (1)
3. Oklahoma (2)
4. North Carolina
5. Memphis
6. Louisville
7. Duke
8. Marquette
9. Michigan State
10. Villanova
11. Missouri
12. Clemson
13. Wake Forest
14. Arizona State
15. Kansas
16. Purdue
17. Gonzaga
18. LSU
19. Xavier
20. Illinois
21. Washington
22. UCLA
23. Florida State
24. Butler
25. Texas

NBA Standings

Western Conference
Southwest
San Antonio
Houston
New Orleans
Dallas
Memphis

W
38
36
33
33
15

L
17
21
22
23
41

PCT GB
.691 .632 3
.600 5
.589 5.5
.268 23.5

Northwest
Denver
Portland
Utah
Minnesota
Oklahoma City

37
35
34
18
13

20
21
23
38
44

.649 .625 1.5
.596 3
.321 18.5
.228 24

Pacific
LA Lakers
Phoenix
Golden State
LA Clippers
Sacramento

47
32
20
14
12

10
24
37
43
46

.825 .571 14.5
.351 27
.246 33
.207 35.5

Eastern Conference
Atlantic
Boston
Philadelphia
New Jersey
New York
Toronto

W
46
27
25
24
23

L
12
28
32
32
36

PCT
.793
.491
.439
.429
.390

GB
17.5
20.5
21
23.5

Central
Cleveland
Detroit
Milwaukee
Chicago
Indiana

44
27
28
26
24

11
28
31
31
35

.800
.491
.475
.456
.407

17
18
19
23

Southeast
Orlando
Atlanta
Miami
Charlotte
Washington

41
32
30
22
13

15
24
26
35
43

.732 .571 9
.536 11
.386 19.5
.232 28
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Sports
Scoreboard
Men’s Basketball
NSIC Standings
Team:

NSIC
W L
SW MN State
16 3		
Winona State
15 4		
MSU-Mankato
13 6		
Augustana
13 6		
St. Cloud State
13 6		
Minnesota-Duluth
12 6		
Northern State
11 8		
Concordia-St. Paul
10 9		
Bemidji State
6 12		
Wayne State
6 13		
MSU-Moorhead
6 13		
Mary
5 14		
Upper Iowa
4 15		
Minnesota-Crookston 2 17		

Overall
W L
24 5
22 6
22 7
19 7
18 8
18 10
18 8
12 14
8 17
10 16
9 15
7 19
5 21
4 22

Results Wednesday
St. Cloud State 69, Concordia-St. Paul 67
SW MN State 54, Wayne State 51
Winona State 77, Upper Iowa 61
MSU-Moorhead 80, Northern State 79
Mary 75, Minnesota-Crookston 70
Augustana 113, MSU-Mankato 101
Minnesota-Duluth at Bemidji State
(score unavailable)
Games Saturday
Winona State at St. Cloud State
Augustana at Minnesota-Duluth
Mary at MSU-Mankato
Wayne State at Bemidji State
Upper Iowa at Concordia-St. Paul
Minnesota-Crookston at MSU-Moorhead
Northern State at SW MN State

Women’s Basketball
NSIC Standings
Team:

NSIC
WL
MSU-Mankato
18 1			
Winona State
14 5			
MSU-Moorhead
13 6			
Augustana
13 6			
St. Cloud State
12 7			
Minnesota-Duluth
12 7			
Wayne State
11 8			
Concordia-St. Paul
10 9			
Mary
10 9			
Northern State
8 11			
SW MN State
5 14			
Minnesota-Crookston 5 14			
Upper Iowa
1 18			
Bemidji State
1 18			

Overall
WL
25 1
21 5
20 6
19 7
19 7
15 11
14 12
18 11
15 11		
12 14
13 16
9 17
5 21
3 23

Results Wednesday
Concordia-St. Paul 81, St. Cloud State 58
SW MN State 67, Wayne State 62
Winona State 73, Upper Iowa 61
Minnesota-Duluth 74, Bemidji State 41
MSU-Moorhead 64, Northern State 48
Mary 92, Minnesota-Crookston 63
MSU-Mankato 82, Augustana 50
Games Saturday
Winona State at St. Cloud State
Augustana at Minnesota-Duluth
Mary at MSU-Mankato
Wayne State at Bemidji State
Upper Iowa at Concordia-St. Paul
Minnesota-Crookston at MSU-Moorhead
Northern State at SW MN State
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Twins can’t win with Crede signing
The applause the Twins
are receiving for the signing
of Joe Crede is
warranted. But
there is also
reason to be
less than optimistic.
Since 2001,
Kyle
when the Twins
Stevens won their first
AL
Central
title, the front
office has filled gaping holes
with dry, brittle leaves.
Livan Hernandez almost
made fans forget Johan Santana. Rondell White and Craig
Monroe surely eased the pain
of Torii Hunter’s departure.
Phil Nevin truly redefined the
designated hitter’s role. And
who could forget the Chunky
Wonton—my personal nickname for the great Sir Sidney

Ponson.
But it is the search for a
third baseman that has been
even less fruitful.
Mike Lamb, Jeff Cirillo,
Tony Batista and Nick Punto
were all supposed to be the
answer. Manager Ron Gardenhire has routinely refused
to put Michael Cuddyer back
at the hot corner.
Not since Corey Koskie
have the Twins had a bat – and
glove – display major league
talent at the position.
Koskie twice had 20-plus
home runs in a season, with
26 in 2001 and 25 in 2004.
Brendan Harris has combined
for 19 homers the past two
seasons. Brian Buscher, who
was slated to platoon with
Harris at third this season, has
hit six dingers in 133 career
games.

Nick “How Does This
Guy Keep Getting Work”
Punto has slugged a whopping 11 round-trippers in his
entire career. Mike Lamb has
never hit more than 14 in any
given season.
So, as I stated before,
there is obviously a ground
swell of support for the signing of a guy who has averaged
25 blasts per season. But, in
typical Twins fashion, a player enters the clubhouse on the
downside of a good career.
Crede played 97 and 47
games, respectively, in 2008
and 2007. A bad back has
sidelined him for 180 games
in the last two years. There
are 162 games in a single season.
Credit has to be given to
general manager Bill Smith
for staring down super agent

Scott Boras. Boras was initially looking for a contract in
the $7 million per year range.
Smith, who no doubt learned
how to negotiate from predecessor Terry Ryan, talked the
agent down to a one-year, $2.5
million deal. While Crede can
still make the extra $4.5 million, he needs to stay healthy
to do so.
While the money makes
sense, the Twins could find
themselves in one of two positions.
1. Crede’s back flares up
and he is reduced to a multimillion dollar cheerleader.
This is where Smith would
be considered a genius in the
penny-pinching front office,
but a goat to fans. If this happens, Crede will be just another has-been to the Twins
faithful.

2. Crede stays healthy and
hits 25-30 homers, 100-plus
RBI, wins a Gold Glove and
helps the Twins to the playoffs. Smith would be considered a genius by all, and
rightly so. But a little devil,
with the face of Torii Hunter,
will pop up on the shoulders of nearly every fan as
we count down the days until Crede signs with the Red
Sox to replace Mike Lowell.
There will be no incentives in
a deal after a good season.
I am hoping that option
two comes true. With the
death of owner Carl Pohlad in
January, sons James, William
and Robert can signal a new
regime in the front office, or
at least a willingness to open
the wallet for someone other
than the prodigal son. (That’s
you, Joe.)

Wild fans should not accept mediocrity
Merchandise sales provide
a certain insight into a professional
sports
team’s fan base.
No piece of
merchandise
is more telling
than the purchasing trend of
jerseys.
Tim
The MinStang nesota Wild’s
Web site recently showed
Cal Clutterbuck and Derek
Boogaard among the top four
most commonly purchased jerseys. The presence of those two
players among the top of the list
highlights two common traits of
Wild fans. Wild fans are among
the most loyal and, at the same
time, illogical fans in the history of professional sports.
No one likes fans who
jump on the bandwagon when
a team starts winning, but there
is a point where you can be too
loyal to a professional sports
franchise. Minnesota Wild fans,
like it or not, have reached that
point.
The Wild has sold out every home game since they were
granted existence in 2000. A
stretch that just passed the 300

game mark in mid-January. In
the seven seasons since inception, the Wild has reached the
playoffs a total of three times.
They have moved past the first
round all of one time.
And yet Wild fans continue
to show up every single game.
The Wild rank fifth in the league
in attendance percentage filling
102 percent of Xcel Energy
Center’s seats, despite being
tied for the 16th best record in
the league. This places no pressure on general manager Doug
Risebrough or coach Jacques
Lemaire to put a winning team
on the ice.
Now back to those jersey
sales. By purchasing the jersey of Derek Boogaard, who
deserves ice time as much as
George W. Bush deserved the
2000 and 2004 elections, Wild
fans are showing their illogicality.
This season Boogaard
has a grand total of zero goals
and three assists in 45 games
played. Not exactly the type of
production that should warrant
a $150 purchase.
And it gets worse. By purchasing jerseys of bums like
Boogaard, Wild fans have
shown that they have bought

into the mind games Wild management has so successfully
placed into their brains.
As much as any professional sports franchise likes to
say they care about winning,
they really care about making
money (Carl Pohlad anyone).
In that sense there is no player
more valuable to the Minnesota Wild than Boogaard, who
makes $750,000 a year.
While the Wild may occasionally sneak into the playoffs,
they are never going to win
Lord Stanley’s Cup with players like Boogaard on the team.
Rather fans should be purchasing jerseys bearing the
names of second leading scorer
Annti Mettinen. Or how about
all-time leading scorer Marian
Gaborik, who is a prospective
free agent? That may intrigue
the Wild’s management to think
a little bit about letting these
players walk in free agency.
But Wild fans are lucky if
they are eager to learn how professional fans should act. They
don’t have to look far, in fact
just one city away. Wild fans
can learn a lot from fans of the
Minnesota Timberwolves.
The Wolves started off with
an NBA record attendance av-

erage of over 26,000 fans in
1989-90 while playing at the
Metrodome. But that honeymoon would not last as average attendance dropped in each
successive year until the second
year of Kevin Garnett’s career
in 1996-97.
From the 1997-98 season
through the 2004-05 season,
a period in which the Wolves
were a mediocre team similar
to this year’s Wild team, attendance ranged from 11th to 18th
in the league.
Since the 2004-05 season,
Wolves attendance has plummeted each season as the team’s
winning has gone down.
By attending games when
the team is hot and likewise not
attending games when the team
is bad, Wolves fans have kept
a constant pressure on Kevin
McHale and Glen Taylor to put
a winner on the court.
Granted, that is not happening right now but at least
Wolves fans are forcing McHale
to make moves. In the past two
and a half years McHale has
made seven trades, two coaching changes and stepped down
from his post as President of
Basketball Operations to focus
on coaching.

He has done this because he
knows eventually, and probably
many years too late, his ass is
on the line.
Another thing you won’t
find when dealing with Wolves
fans is a jersey from hobo like
players Kevin Ollie or Jason
Collins showing up near the top
in sales. Rather, you see franchise players like Al Jefferson
or future stud Kevin Love.
Sadly, the Wild has never
faced the same type of pressure
the Wolves have. Win or lose,
the team can expect 18,000
plus fans to watch their pathetic
excuse for an NHL team every
game.
What has the Wild done in
the past two and a half years?
Brought in a washed up 37-yearold (Owen Nolan), traded away
a goalie who has become a part
of the best two-goalie tandem in
the league (Manny Fernandez)
and their fourth all-time leading
scorer (Brian Rolston).
It is time for Wild fans to
put some of the pressure Wolves
fans have put on McHale over
the years onto Risebrough and
Lemaire. Quit being token fans
and expect more than mediocrity.
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Huskies host Mavs in WCHA tourney opener
Kyle Stevens
Staff Writer

Shaurav Bista / Staff Photographer

SCSU’s Felicia Nelson tries deeking Minnesota’s
Emily West last weekend. The 4th-seeded Huskies
open the WCHA playoffs on Friday against MSUMankato at the National Hockey Center.

The SCSU women’s
hockey team will host Minnesota State-Mankato in the
first round of the WCHA
playoffs. Games are Friday,
Saturday and, if necessary,
Sunday.
The regular season series
went to the Huskies 2-1-1.
SCSU (11-14-3-2 WCHA,
14-16-4 overall) swept the
mid-November series in
Mankato. The Mavericks
(7-16-5-2, 10-17-5) earned a
point here with a tie on Feb.
6, and beat the Huskies 4-1 in
a neutral site game in Buffalo
the following night.

The home playoff series
is the third time in four years
that the Huskies get home
ice for the first round. “We
have a better atmosphere (at
the NHC),” freshman defenseman Jaclyn Daggit said.
“We have a wide rink here.
Playing at Mankato, on the
smaller ice, just makes it
more congested.”
“It’s the four-five series.
We need our best effort,”
head coach Jeff Geisen said.
“We have to make sure
we control what we do,”
Daggit said. “A set forecheck
to keep the puck in their zone
to allow (our) speed to create
shots.”
Three of the four games

this season have been close.
One goal separated the two
teams in each of the games
in Mankato, and there was
the one tie in St. Cloud. The
lone exception was the threegoal win for the Mavericks in
Buffalo.
“We got away with a couple that, maybe, we shouldn’t
have,” senior center Brita
Schroeder said. “We played
on the big ice (at the Alltel
Civic Center in Mankato)
and that really helped.”
The Huskies finished the
regular season with a sixpoint cushion over the Mavericks, who tied North Dakota for fifth. The Mavericks
won the season tiebreaker

SCSU Sports
Calendar
• Softball

5 p.m.(2)vs Northern
State at Husky Dome

Jake Laxen

•

Women’s Hockey
7:07 WCHAFirstRound
vs MSU-Mankato at
NHC
• Men’s Hockey
8:37 p.m. at Denver

Staff Writer

• Track and Field

All Day NSIC Championships at Bemidji

Saturday

• Women’s Tennis
11a.m. vs Luther6:30
p.m. vs Augustana at
Gold’s Gym (Sartell)

•

Men’s Tennis
3 p.m. vs Augustana at
Gold’s Gym (Sartell)
• Softball
4 p.m. vs MSU-Mankato
at Husky Dome
• Women’s Basketball
6 p.m. vs Winona State
at Halenbeck Hall

• Women’s Hockey
7:07 p.m. WCHAFirstRound vs MSUMankato at NHC

Men’s Basketball
8 p.m. vs Winona State
at Halenback Hall
• Men’s Hockey
8:07p.m. at Denver
• Track and Field
All Day NSIC Championships at Bemidji
• Nordic Skiing
All Day NCAACentralRegionals at Houghton,

Ben Stewart / Staff Photographer

SCSU’s Spencer Bartz tied the game with less than a minute to go over two Concordia-St. Paul defenders.
Bartz scored 12 points and hit the game-winning shot as the Huskies topped the Golden Bears 69-67.

Bartz’ runner seals SCSU win
Tim Stang
Asst. Sports Editor

St. Paul Golden Bears 67-55
at the Gangelhoff Center.
“We wanted to get the
ball in the hands of our players who are the most creative
off the dribble,” head coach
Kevin Schlagel said. “Taylor
(Witt) and Spencer are the
best on the team at that.”
The contest saw the Huskies jump out to a 10-2 advantage in the game’s first
four minutes. The Huskies

were able to stretch their
lead to as much as ten in the
first half.
But the Golden Bears
slowly chipped away at the
lead, eventually taking a
30-29 lead with 1:31 left in
the first half. From there, it
was a back-and-forth game
that saw neither team lead by
more than four points.
With 48 seconds remaining and the Golden Bears

leading 63-61, Bartz grabbed
a rebound on his own missed
shot and was fouled in the
act of laying the ball back
into the basket. Craig Heiman responded with two free
throws of his own to push
the Golden Bears back in
front 65-64.

•

ST. PAUL -- The SCSU
backcourt saved their best
for last Wednesday night.
After the unit started
the game 8 of 32 from the
field the backcourt finished
4-for-4, including a gamewinning runner in the lane
by Spencer Bartz as the Huskies defeated the Concordia-

•

Offense sputters in lost to Concordia

Mich.

Sunday
Men’s Tennis
10 a.m. vs St. Thomas
4 p.m. vs Souix Falls at
Gold’s Gym (Sartell)

Softball
4 p.m. vs Bemidji State
6 p.m. vs SW MN State
at Husky Dome
• Wrestling
noon North Region
Championships at
Marshall

•See Playoffs / Page 10

Hockey
recruits
rewrite
record books

Friday

•

over the Sioux by virtue of
a 2-0-2 head-to-head record.
Entering the final weekend
of regular season play, the
Mavericks were four points
behind the Sioux. MSUMankato swept Ohio State
and UND was swept by UMDuluth forcing the tie for
fifth.
With such a pivotal series
in Ohio, could the Mavericks
be tired? “I sure hope so,”
Geisen said. “They really
had to work hard for that (the
fifth seed). Ohio State is always tough.”
The Huskies are looking
for their third appearance in

Joe Brown
Sports Editor

•

Women’s Tennis
7 p.m. vs Souix Falls at
Gold’s Gym (Sartell)

•

Women’s Hockey
7:07 p.m. WCHAFirstRound vs MSUMankato at NHC (If
necessary)

• Nordic Sking

All Day NCAA Central
Regionals at Houghton,
Mich.
Ben Stewart / Staff Photographer

Concordia’s Jamie Jones (13) and Shandrell Duncan (21) block SCSU’s Katie Tacheny. Concordia
won 81-58 on Wednesday night in St. Paul.

ST. PAUL -- Once the offense fell flat for the SCSU
women’s basketball team, the
defense plummeted with it.
The SCSU shooters sputtered, finishing the game shooting 32 percent as the Huskies
were blown out by the Golden
Bears, losing 81-58 at Gangelhoff Center.
“I felt Concordia-St. Paul
played with a sense of urgency,”
said Huskies coach Lori Fish in
a prepared statement. “They
competed hard and with a lot of
energy.”
The offensive woes began
in the first half, as the Huskies
finishing the first 20 minutes
shooting 37 percent. Two of the
Huskies top three scorers, Rachel Booth and Talisha Barlow,
were held scoreless, shooting 0
for 4 from the field.
Danielle Ellison, who came
into the game averaging 6.1
points per game, scored a teamhigh 13 points, shooting 3-for-4
from beyond the arc. Ellison
came into the game 9 of 31 from

•See Men‘s / Page 10

3-point range.
For the former St. Paul Central high school star, the game
was a chance to shine in front of
local friends and family.
“Being from St. Paul, it was
really exciting to be home,” Ellison said. “We knew their ‘four’
was goingg to double down [in
the post] and I knew I had to
make that shots that were given
to me.”
Concordia-St. Paul would
an 11-point lead into the locker
room after Gillian Bjerke deked
out the Huskies’ defense with a
fake screen, laying up the ball
uncontested with 1.7 seconds
left.
“We just kind of broke
down defensive-wise with communication,” Ellison said. “We
were not following through on
defensive concepts we went
though this week.”
The Golden Bears never relented in the second half.
C-SP’s Kali Olstad scored a
careeer-high 20 points, including 2-for-4 from 3-point range.

•See Women’s / Page 10

It’s Feb. 19 and euphoria
erupts in Little Falls’ abnormally packed Exchange Arena. The
spotlight falls solely on Ben
Hanowski, who’s been waiting
all year for this moment.
He skates over to the scorers’ table to pickup his plaque.
And after a much publicized run
to become Minnesota’s all-time
prep scoring champion, he’s
surpassed Red Wing’s Johnny
Pohl with 379 career points to
earn the coveted crown.
“It was a pretty amazing
moment that I’ll remember forever,” Hanowski said. “There
was a lot of suspense all year
and that night there were a ton
of people there. It was great to
finally get it done and go down
in the books.”
And just six days earlier
HanowsBen
ki’s future
Hanowski SCSU teammate, Joey
Benik, had
the similar
sight of an
arena filled
to the brim
with fans
focused
solely upon
on him.
Little Falls
T h e
Senior
St. Francis
junior center set the all-time Minnesota
prep record for most goals in
a season with 63. The filled-tothe brim East Bethel Ice Arena
turned their eyes to him.
“The immediate reaction
was crazy,” Benik said. “Coach
called a timeout right away and
I skated over to my brother (the
goalie) and he gave me a big
hug. It went by really fast but it
was exciting to be apart of and
I’ll always remember it.”
T h e
Joey
rival RobBenik
binsdale
Cooper
fans even
cheered for
him
and
Minnesota
Wild star
Marion
Gaborik
called
to
congratuSt. Francis
late him after game.
Junior
B e nik ironically beat out former
Hanowski linemate and current Husky Jared Festler, who
scored 62 for Little Falls in the
2006-07 season.
But don’t worry, there won’t
be any future hard feelings.
“I’ve talked to Jered Festler
on one of my recruit visits,”
Benik said. “He was a really
nice guy and congratulated me
on the season I’m having. Everyone was just really nice like
that, I can’t wait to be a part of
it.”
The signings of Hanowski
and Benik further signify the
Huskies emergence as a top
recruiting power. It all comes
back to head coach Bob Motzko
and the staff he’s assembled.
Benik said: “When I met
the coaches I was like ‘Wow
they are nice guys and care a
lot about winning and helping
me get a good education. They
showed me around the campus and helped me understand
the business program here.’
I’m really excited to get to St.
Cloud.”
Hanowski added: “Basically the decision for me came

•See Recruits / Page 10

